
Diagnostic tips in practice: ENGINE FAILURE

ENGINE INTERMITTING-
LY CUTTING OUT ON A 
VW GOLF 6

A customer enters the 
workshop with a 2011 
Volkswagen Golf 6 
2.0TDI because of en-
gine running problems. 
The engine some-
times does not start, 
goes into limp-home 
mode or cuts out 
while driving, creating 
dangerous situations 
for both the driver and 
other road users.

The car has already been to a di� erent 
workshop before where the crank-
shaft sensor was wrongly replaced so 
unfortunately the issue re-occurred.

The technician uses WorkshopData’s 
built-in VRM lookup to select the 
correct vehicle. Once the vehicle is 
diagnosed it shows four stored fault 
codes: P0300, P0321, P0322 and 
P0642.

Once the correct vehicle is select-
ed the technician now enters the 
fault codes retrieved from the di-
agnostic scan tool and enters these 
into HaynesPro’s unique Vehicle 
Electronic Smart Assistant 
(VESA™). This innovative guided di-
agnostics module allows for up to 
seven fault codes to be entered si-
multaneously.  VESA™ presents the 
technician with descriptions for the 
fault codes, together with a suggest-
ed list of components to test. 

Based on the fault codes, HaynesPro® 
WorkshopData™ will also give the 
technician any veri� ed � xes and tips 
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sourced from renowned helpdesk 
organizations and industry experts 
(SmartCASE™), Technical Service 
Bulletins (SmartFIX™) and recall 
data linked to those fault codes. In 
this case there were no known � xes 
found, however what WorkshopData 
does is analyze all the probable caus-
es of each fault code and combines 
them into one single logical test se-
quence.

From the combined diagnosis list 
the technician selects the top most 
probable failed component; in this 
case the crankshaft sensor. The tech-
nician then follows the guided di-
agnostic route provided by VESA, 
testing the feed, earth and signal 
wires. The system led the technician 
to conduct a continuity test of the 
wiring between pin 2 of the sensor 
and pin B52 of the engine ECU. As it 
turns out there was no continuous 
signal of the MRE sensor on the 
crankshaft. The fault was discovered 
to be a break in the wire caused by it 
stretching when coming into contact 
with the engine block.

The wire was repaired and the fault 
codes deleted. Had the previous 
workshop used VESA’s guided diag-
nostics it would not have replaced 
a part that wasn’t faulty, found the 
source of the problem more e�  cient-
ly and reduced its non-billable hours.
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